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Color is everything to me. You can’t just say “black.” Which one? 
—Amanda Williams

NEW YORK, May 12, 2022—Gagosian is pleased to present CANDYLADYBLACK, an exhibition of 
new paintings by Amanda Williams from the series What Black Is This, You Say? (2020–). Williams’s 
painting What black is this you say?—Although rarely recognized as such, ‘The Candy Lady’ and her 
‘Candy Store’ provided one of your earliest examples of black enterprise, cooperative economics, black 
women CEOs and good customer service”—black (07.24.20) (2021) was included, along with earlier 
works in the series, in Social Works II at Gagosian London in 2021. CANDYLADYBLACK is her first 
solo exhibition at the gallery.

In her paintings, sculptures, installations, and photographs, Williams uses color as a tool to examine 
the complex ways in which race informs our assignment of value to physical, social, and conceptual 
spaces. She often begins projects by meditating on a specific color or set of colors, which she relates 
to an everyday space or scenario. In her breakout series, Color(ed) Theory (2014–16), she painted 
houses in Chicago’s Englewood neighborhood that were earmarked for demolition in a spectrum of 
monochrome hues associated with Black culture. The photographs that document the intervention 
constitute a striking interrogation of the inequities of urban development.

Gagosian Park & 75 to Present Exhibition of New Paintings by Amanda Williams, 
from the Series What Black Is This, You Say?

Organized by Antwaun Sargent, CANDYLADYBLACK Opens June 10, 2022

Amanda Williams, CandyLadyBlack (wine candy strawberry nowlater sneak), 2022 (detail), oil and mixed media on wood 
panel, 60 × 60 inches (23.6 × 23.6 cm) © Amanda Williams. Photo: © Jacob Hand



Williams conceived What Black Is This, You Say?, another investigation of color, in response 
to #blackouttuesday, the viral posting of black squares to millions of Instagram accounts in an 
intended show of solidarity with Black lives and associated calls for justice. In a challenge to the 
flat monochrome shape’s formal and ideational limitations, she posted hundreds of squares in a 
spectrum of nuanced dark shades and textures, accompanying each composition with a caption 
linking it to a touchstone of Black culture or identity. The digital images evolved into a series of 
watercolor and oil paintings. And in an ongoing public installation at the Storefront for Art and 
Architecture, New York (on view through May 31, 2023), Williams explores twelve such shades in 
greater depth, coating the entirety of the institution’s façade.

The title of CANDYLADYBLACK, Williams’s exhibition at Park & 75, is an abbreviation of a title from 
What Black Is This, You Say?, and foregrounds yet another way in which color embodies a specific set 
of associations for her. Characterized by a restricted palette of nine saturated hues derived, through 
a process of meticulous research, from the colors of Now and Later and Jolly Rancher candies, 
these deeply layered abstract compositions in oil and acrylic evoke the artist’s vivid recollections of 
“quarter waters, penny candy, housecoats, dusters, giggling, and the smell of sugar.” Echoing their 
source still further in their syrupy, granular textures, the paintings celebrate the local “candy lady”—a 
fixture of Black urban neighborhoods in the midwestern and Southern United States—as a source of 
strength, tenderness, and joy, and as an overlooked symbol of Black women as economic exemplars 
and community leaders. While the image of this much-respected figure is absent, her influence 
remains discernible through the distinctive chromatic “uniform” that underpins Williams’s works.

Amanda Williams was born in Evanston, Illinois, in 1974, and lives and works in Chicago. 
Collections include the Museum of Modern Art, New York; Cooper Hewitt, Smithsonian Design 
Museum, New York; and Art Institute of Chicago. Exhibitions include the Museum of Contemporary 
Art Chicago (2017); An Imposing Number of Times, Smith College Museum of Art, Northampton, MA 
(2020–22); and Embodied Sensations, Museum of Modern Art, New York (2021). She contributed, 
with Andres L. Hernandez, to A Way, Away (Listen While I Say): PXSTL 2017, a public art 
commission at the Pulitzer Arts Foundation, St. Louis (2017), and co-represented the United States 
in the Venice Architecture Biennale (2018) alongside six other exhibitors. She was commissioned, 
with Olalekan Jeyifous, to design a permanent monument to Shirley Chisholm in Brooklyn, New 
York, and is a member of the exhibition design team for the Obama Presidential Center in Chicago. 
Williams is the recipient of awards and grants including the Joan Mitchell Foundation Painters & 
Sculptors Grant (2017); USA Fellowship, supported by the Fort Foundation (2018); and 3Arts Next 
Level/Spare Room Award (2020).

#AmandaWilliams

AMANDA WILLIAMS
CANDYLADYBLACK
Opening reception: Friday, June 10, 6–8pm
June 10–July 8, 2022
Park & 75, 821 Park Avenue, New York
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